PaisajeSur - Autoconstruyendo Usera-Villaverde, is a project born fruit of a dialogue, an open conversation between neighbors of Usera and Villaverde districts, artistic collectives for urban critical intervention, and the public administration. This is an initiative for the recovery of disused, fear, degraded or ignored spaces to recreate new uses, functions, meanings and values. The goal is to detonate construction/transformation processes of new spaces through the experience and ongoing relationship of neighbors with places, bearing in new landscapes through the uses and practices that they develop.

The project is contextualized within an annual commend promoted by the General Directorate of Urban Landscape, Area of The Arts of the Madrid City Council.

NEED
Cultural space for citizen management (Dance, theatre, cinema, exhibitions, etc...)

CONTEXT
None urbanized green space. Municipal urban plot depending of the Environment Councillor.
Paisaje Sur program. Patrimony and landscape Area, Madrid City Council.
Public Mediator: Intermediae / Matadero

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

AGENTS
Zofío Neighbor Association.
Espacio Oculto
Kubic fabric
Intermediae / Matadero Ayuntamiento de Madrid
Todo por la praxis (collective)

COLLABORATORS:
We diseñamos
Asociación Creativa

The activities were mainly funded by administration under the program PAISAJE SUR and some resources inputs from the agents.

In 2016 we received FUNDING from participative processes opened by the Usera District Board to hire facilitators for the space.

We have an OPERATING LICENCE in format of flat rate FOR 9 MONTHS.